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ABSTRACT
In recent years time domain speech separation has excelled over fre-
quency domain separation in single channel scenarios and noise-free
environments. In this paper we dissect the gains of the time-domain
audio separation network (TasNet) approach by gradually replac-
ing components of an utterance-level permutation invariant training
(u-PIT) based separation system in the frequency domain until the
TasNet system is reached, thus blending components of frequency do-
main approaches with those of time domain approaches. Some of the
intermediate variants achieve comparable signal-to-distortion ratio
(SDR) gains to TasNet, but retain the advantage of frequency domain
processing: compatibility with classic signal processing tools such
as frequency-domain beamforming and the human interpretability
of the masks. Furthermore, we show that the scale invariant signal-
to-distortion ratio (si-SDR) criterion used as loss function in TasNet
is related to a logarithmic mean square error criterion and that it
is this criterion which contributes most reliable to the performance
advantage of TasNet. Finally, we critically assess which gains in a
noise-free single channel environment generalize to more realistic
reverberant conditions.
Index Terms— source separation, multichannel source separa-
tion, robust automatic speech recognition
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years multiple neural network based speech source sepa-
ration techniques have been proposed. Techniques like deep clus-
tering (DC) [1, 2], deep attractor network (DAN) [3], u-PIT [4, 5]
and recurrent selective attention network (RSAN) [6] have achieved
remarkable single-channel separation performance on mixtures of un-
known speakers. All of the above mentioned separation systems rely
on a transformation to the frequency domain, where separation masks
are computed from the magnitude spectra. For the reconstruction
of the separated time domain signals either the phase of the mixture
signal is used, or dedicated phase reconstruction techniques are ap-
plied [7, 8]. The processing of complex-valued short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) representations has also been considered [9].
More recently, approaches have been introduced which transform
the time domain signal to a non-negative real-valued, learned latent
space to do source separation. These techniques naturally account for
the phase, thus rendering explicit phase reconstruction superfluous.
Examples for those approaches are TasNet [10], Conv-TasNet [11],
FurcaNet [12] and one-and-rest permutation invariant training (OR-
PIT) [13]. We stick here to the common terminology of naming
them “time domain” techniques, although the separation actually
takes place in a latent space to which the time domain signal is
transformed. Those approaches have been shown to achieve superior
results in terms of separation performance compared to the frequency
domain separation systems. However, results were only reported
for single-channel data, and under noise-free and non-reverberant
conditions.
In [14] a comparison of time and frequency domain separation
has been done. The authors found the si-SDR loss computed in the
time domain to be a superior criterion compared to the frequency do-
main mean squared error (MSE) typically used in frequency domain
source separation. But these observations could not fully explain the
performance advantage of the time domain approach over frequency
domain separation.
In this paper we start with the common u-PIT frequency domain
separation. We then gradually make the following modifications
towards the time domain convolutional TasNet structure:
• The magnitude spectrum representation is replaced by the
real and imaginary part of the STFT, thus capturing phase
information
• The MSE loss in the frequency domain is replaced with a
si-SDR loss in the time domain
• Either the STFT or the inverse STFT (ISTFT) or both are
replaced by learned transformations
• The frame resolution is reduced from 64 ms frame width and
16 ms frame advance to 4 ms and 2 ms as is used in TasNet
The latter turns out to be a major source of performance improvement.
Additionally, we propose a reformulation of the si-SDR criterion
which reveals that it is closely related to a logarithmic MSE loss.
Some of those “hybrid” time and frequency domain techniques
achieve remarkable performance. For example, comparable separa-
tion performance to TasNet can be achieved if either the encoder or the
decoder are fixed to be the STFT or ISTFT. This opens the way to em-
ploy common frequency domain beamforming techniques for source
extraction, which have been shown to deliver superior results to mask-
based source extraction in many studies [15, 16, 17, 18]. Finally, the
fixed STFT-based encoder allows for a human interpretability of the
masks, while at the same time maintaining a separation close to the
excellent performance of TasNet.
Another objective of this paper is to study the behavior of time
domain separation techniques in (somewhat) noisy and reverberant
environments. There have been some initial examinations of this
issue for example in [14], [19] and [20]. However, either they do
not consider reverberant conditions [20], do not achieve competitive
results [19], or they use oracle information to guide their systems as in
[14]. In [21] learnable spatial features for time domain separation are
introduced and are shown to achieve superior SDR results compared
to frequency based separation systems. In contrast, we evaluate the
transferability of gains on noise-free single channel to reverberated
data without changes in the network structure.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 a
generic view on both frequency and time domain source separation is
introduced. Its elements are discussed in the following subsections. In
Section 3 the evaluation results are presented, and the paper concludes
with a short discussion in Section 4.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the PIT-based source separation.
2. PIT BASED SOURCE SEPARATION
We consider a microphone signal y(t) in the time domain, which can
be represented as the sum of K speech signals xk(t), and additive
noise n(t)
y(t) =
K∑
k=1
xk(t) + n(t), (1)
where t is the time index.
Figure 1 offers a generic view on a source separation system.
It consists of an encoder which transforms the input signal into a
domain suitable for source separation, a mask estimation separator
network which estimates a mask for each source, a source extractor,
which outputs an estimate of each source signal in the transform
domain, and a decoder which transforms the extracted source signals
back to the time domain. Encoder and decoder can be either learned
transforms, as in time domain separation, or they can be fixed to
be STFT and ISTFT as in frequency domain processing. The mask
estimator can be realized by a network of BLSTM or CNN layers, and
source extraction can be achieved either by mask multiplication or, in
case of multi-channel frequency domain processing, by beamforming.
Dependent on the system the loss will be either calculated in the fre-
quency or in the time domain. In both scenarios the loss is calculated
for each permutation and the best permutation is used which is called
utterance-level permutation invariant training (u-PIT) [5].
2.1. Encoder/Decoder
As part of the transformation the encoder segments the input signal
y(t) into L segments (frames) of length Lw, with an overlap of
Lw − Ls, where Ls is the advance between the segments. The
segmented observation is represented by yi(`) := y(i + ` · Ls),
where ` counts the segments and i the samples in a segment.
The most common encoder for source separation with u-PIT is
the STFT [5, 15]
Y (`, f) =
Lw∑
i=0
yi(`) · wi · e−j2pi·i·f/FDFT . (2)
Here, wi is a fixed window function and FDFT is the size of the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT), which need not be identical to Lw.
The feature index f takes values in the range from 0 to F − 1. It
is common to ignore redundant frequency bins and set the number
of features to F = FDFT/2 + 1. The corresponding decoder is the
ISTFT.
Alternatively, a one-dimensional convolutional neural network
(CNN) is used for both the encoder and decoder to transform the
signal to a latent space
Y (`, f) = ReLU
(∑
i
yi(`)ui(f)
)
, (3)
and back with
xˆk(t) =
∑
`
rect
(
t− `Ls − Lw2
Lw
)∑
f
u˜i=t−`Ls(f)Xˆk(`, f)
(4)
where xˆk(t) is the time domain estimate of the signal of speaker k,
while ui(f) and u˜i(f) are learnable one-dimensional kernels of the
encoder and decoder, respectively. ReLU symbolizes the rectified
linear unit non-linearity.
Note that the (I)STFT can also be written as one-dimensional
convolution operations, however with fixed instead of learned kernel
functions.
Independent of which of the above encoders is used, the separa-
tor module assumes that the signals superpose linearly in the latent
domain:
Y (`, f) =
∑
k
Xk(`, f) +N(`, f) (5)
where Xk and N are defined similarly as Y . Although this assump-
tion is only true, when the encoder is linear, the entire training proce-
dure encourages the encoder to find a representation in which linear
demixing leads to a good separation performance.
2.2. Mask Estimation Separator Network
In case of the STFT as encoder it is common to compute the magni-
tude spectrum and present it to the separation network. To maintain
phase information, one can alternatively present the concatenation of
the real and imaginary part of the STFT at the mask estimator input,
and the network is trained to compute two masks per time frequency
bin, one for the real and one for the imaginary part of the frequency
domain representation.
The mask estimation layers of many frequency domain separation
systems consist of recurrent layers [1, 5, 3]. However, in the time
domain approach of [11] convolution layers have been shown to lead
to superior separation results. This work will focus on convolution
layers and, as a side effect, show that they can also be used to improve
separation results in the frequency domain.
2.3. Cost function
The loss for network training can either be calculated in the time or
in the transform domain.
In the frequency domain, using magnitude spectra at the input of
the mask estimation network, the phase sensitive MSE is the most
common loss function for permutation invariant training [5, 20]:
LPMSE = 1
L · F ·K
∑
`,f,k
∣∣∣∣∣∣Xˆk∣∣∣− |Xk| · cos(∆θk)∣∣∣2 (6)
where ∆θk = θy − θk is the difference between the mixture phase
θy and the phase θk of the clean speech signal of speaker k. If the
separator estimates two separate masks for the real and imaginary
part, the simple MSE is used
LMSE = 1
L · F ·K
∑
`,f,k
|Xˆk −Xk|2. (7)
In time domain source separation, the si-SDR is rather common [10]:
LSI−SDR = −10 1
K
∑
k
log10
∑
t |α · x(t)|2∑
t |α · x(t)− xˆ(t)|2
(8)
with α =
∑
t xˆ(t) · x(t)∑
t |x(t)|2
. (9)
Using β = 1
α
this loss function can be written as
LSI−SDR = −10 1
K
∑
k
log10
∑
t |x(t)|2∑
t |x(t)− β · xˆ(t)|2
∝ 10 1
K
∑
k
log10
∑
t
|x(t)− β · xˆ(t)|2, (10)
where we removed all terms not dependent on learnable parameters
in (10). Setting the weighting factor β = 1 results in a logarithmic
MSE loss
LT−LMSE = 10 1
K
∑
k
log10
∑
t
|x(t)− xˆ(t)|2. (11)
The MSE can further be motivated by the logarithmic perception of
loudness of the human hearing: less loud regions can still influence
perception quite substantially.
The main difference between the two cost function in Equation
(8) and Equation (11) is the scaling of the estimate, which appears to
be a minor difference. Therefore, both loss functions are expected to
achieve similar source separation results. u-PIT is used to solve the
global permutation problem for all cost functions, be it computed in
the frequency or in the time domain.
2.4. Source Extraction
With single-channel input, the actual source extraction is achieved
by multiplying the transformed microphone signal with the speaker
specific masks obtained from the mask estimation network:
Xˆk(`, f) = Y (`, f) · Mˆk(`, f), k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. (12)
If, however, multi-channel data is available, beamforming is known
to extract source signals with less artifacts than masking. Although
mask-based beamforming in the frequency domain is used in many
current neural network based systems [15, 16, 17, 18] we have chosen
to use time-domain beamforming since it is more compatible with
the TasNet structure:
xˆBFk (t) = fk(t)
Ty˜(t), (13)
with y(t) = [y1(t−Lf), ..., yD(t−Lf), ..., y1(t), ..., yD(t)]T being
the multi-channel microphone signal stacked with Lf values of the
history, where D denotes the number of channels.
For the computation of the vector of beamformer coefficients
fk, several criteria exist. Here fk is estimated using a MSE based
criterion similar to [22]
fk = argmin
fk
E
[∣∣∣xk(t)− fk(t)Ty(t)∣∣∣2], (14)
which is a Wiener filtering problem with the solution
fk = E
[
y(t)y(t)T
]−1
E [y(t)xk(t)] , (15)
where xk(t) is approximated with the decoder output xˆk(t) at a
reference channel and the expectation with an average over the time.
3. EVALUATION
The separation systems are compared on two databases using the
BSSEval SDR [23], si-SDR and word error rate (WER) as metrics.
For WER calculation we use a baseline Kaldi model [24] trained
on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) database [25] without retraining
and language model rescoring. All experiments use the convolu-
tional separator architecture described in [11] with a ReLU activation
and global layer normalization. The hyperparameter F = 514 and
FDFT = 512 are constant for all experiments if not otherwise speci-
fied. We use Adam with a step size of α = 0.001 which is divided
by 2 if the validation metric does not improve for 10 epochs.
3.1. Database
Two databases are used for evaluation. The first is the WSJ0-2mix
database [1] where two utterances from the WSJ database spoken
by different speakers are mixed at random SDR between −2.5 dB
and 2.5 dB. The database is split into 30 h of training data, 10 h of
validation data and 5 h of testing data. As length of each example the
length of the longest utterance was chosen to allow WER estimation
for both speaker. Most published results choose the length of the
example to be equal to the length of the shorter utterance which leads
to about 0.5 dB higher SDR results compared to our definition.
The second database is a newly released spatialized multi-speaker
database [26], which consists of utterances from the WSJ database
convolved with simulated room impulse responses (RIRs) mixed with
an utterance of a different speaker convolved with a different RIR at a
random SDR. Additionally, white noise with a Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) between 20 and 30 dB is added to the mixture.
3.2. From Frequency to Time Domain Source Separation
In Table 1 the different steps from a common frequency domain
u-PIT model to a Conv-TasNet are shown on the single channel
database. The domain names ”Frequ-Abs” and ”Frequency” represent
the frequency magnitude spectrum and the frequency spectrum split
into its real and imaginary part, respectively.
In [5] a BLSTM based separation system using the u-PIT loss
achieves a SDR of 9.3 dB. Using the temporal convolutional network
(TCN) separator we get similar results so that all experiments will be
done using the TCN. Removing the phase information from the loss
reduces the SDR to 7.8 dB and after splitting the frequency spectrum
in the real and imaginary part the results decrease further to 4.6 dB.
Interestingly, the change from the frequency to the time domain loss
only results in a small gain. Whereas, the switch to the shorter Lw
and Ls improve the results by a large margin of 6.6 dB. The last
change required at a Conv-TasNet model is to do the separation in
the latent domain instead of in the frequency domain which leads to
a further improvement of 1.9 dB in SDR.
Table 1: A step-by-step comparison of frequency and time domain
source separation on the test set of the WSJ0-2mix database.
Domain Lw/Ls Loss-Fn si-SDR SDR WER
ms/ms dB dB %
Frequ-Abs 64/16 LPMSE 8.8 9.3 39.45
Frequ-Abs 64/16 LMSE 7.4 7.8 41.03
Frequency 64/16 LMSE 2.3 4.6 51.71
Frequency 64/16 LSI−SDR 5.8 6.2 50.72
Frequency 4/2 LSI−SDR 12.4 12.8 24.69
Latent 4/2 LSI−SDR 14.4 14.7 21.71
Table 2: Comparison of different time domain loss functions using
Lw = 4 ms and Ls = 2 ms with for trainable encoder/decoder on
the test set of the WSJ0-2mix database.
Loss-Fn si-SDR SDR WER
dB dB %
LSI−SDR 14.4 14.7 21.71
LT−LMSE 14.4 14.9 21.46
LT−MSE 10.9 11.3 29.43
In Table 2 the presented time domain loss functions are compared
for trainable encoder/decoder. The T-LMSE loss achieves similar
results to the si-SDR loss as expected. Removing the logarithmic
scaling in T-MSE reduces the SDR by more than 2 dB.
In this section we have shown that the main reasons for the
superior results of the TasNet is not the use of a learned latent space
but the time domain loss function and the small window and shift
size. Therefore, both will be used in the following experiments.
3.3. Encoder/Decoder Comparison
In Table 3 the different encoder and decoder combinations introduced
in Section 2 are compared on the WSJ0-2mix database. Here all
experiments use the smaller window and shift size since they achieved
the best results in the previous section 3.2.
The classical learned encoder/decoder structures as used in the
original TasNet achieves a SDR of 14.7 dB which is similar to the
number presented in [11]. Replacing the encoder or the decoder
with their STFT counterpart leads only to a slight reduction of the
separation results. This is especially interesting for the combination
of learned encoder and ISTFT since the encoder includes the RelU
non-linearity and therefore just outputs positive values which is not
matching with the STFT output. One explanation for these results are
the redundancies introduced by the gap between the window length
Lw and the size of the feature vector F which offer the separation
a high degree of freedom. When replacing both the encoder and
decoder with their STFT counterpart the SDR is reduced by 2 dB.
However, this reduction in SDR may be acceptable given the
human interpretability of the estimated masks and the opportunity to
use further statistical enhancement algorithms. Figure 2 shows the
enhanced signal before decoding by the different encoder-decoder
combinations. Clearly, when using the STFT as encoder the spec-
trograms look as expected. While for a learned encoder with ISTFT
decoder one can see some familiar structures, the results for the case
of learned encoder and decoder are very difficult to interpret.
3.4. Time Domain Separation in Reverberant Environment
In Table 4 the same steps from a frequency domain u-PIT system
to the Conv-TasNet as in Table 1 are evaluated on the simulated
reverberant database described in Section 3.1.
Table 3: Comparison of different encoder and decoder combination
using Lw = 4 ms and Ls = 2 ms on the test set of the WSJ0-2mix
database.
Loss-Fn Encoder Decoder si-SDR SDR WER
dB dB %
LSI−SDR learned learned 14.4 14.7 21.71
LSI−SDR STFT learned 13.9 14.3 21.92
LSI−SDR learned ISTFT 14.1 14.5 21.87
LSI−SDR STFT ISTFT 12.4 12.8 24.69
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Fig. 2: Example enhanced signals in the latent space using different
encoder, decoder combinations. Color encodes energy in each bin
from −50 dB (blue) to 10 dB (yellow).
All models are retrained on the reverberant database and the
results are achieved using time domain beamforming as described in
Section 2.4.
The results show some remarkable differences to the single-
channel results of the earlier sections. Neither the higher frequency
resolution nor the use of a latent space lead to an improvement. The
evaluation implies that the training of a latent space for the separation
of reverberated data is not trivial and that it maybe worthwhile to
further investigate frequency domain separation.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper a detailed dissection of TasNet and a thorough inves-
tigation of its gains are presented. We show empirically that on a
noise-free single channel database the gains can be attributed to a
high time resolution and the time domain loss. However, in a re-
verberant environment only the time domain loss still leads to an
improved separation. Additionally, we introduce a logarithmic MSE
loss which improves upon the results achieved with the si-SDR loss.
For future work we aim to achieve a stronger combination of the
time domain loss and frequency domain separation which may allow
the use of well known frequency domain extraction methods like
statistical beamforming.
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Table 4: A step-by-step comparison of frequency and time domain
source separation on the test set of a simulated reverberant database.
Domain Lw/Ls Loss-Fn SDR WER
ms/ms dB %
Frequ-Abs 64/16 LPMSE 8.63 38.25
Frequ-Abs 64/16 LMSE 8.36 39.60
Frequency 64/16 LMSE 6.05 58.58
Frequency 64/16 LSI−SDR 9.13 35.36
Frequency 4/2 LSI−SDR 6.72 48.18
Latent 4/2 LSI−SDR 6.51 47.65
Latent 64/16 LSI−SDR 7.81 43.39
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